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MOROCCO 
Where Islam Reaches the Atlantic

October 18-30, 2022
13 Days / 11 Nights
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D AY  1 Leave USA for Casablanca, Morocco

D AY  2 Arrive in Casablanca - Drive to Rabat / Rabat

D AY  3 Rabat sightseeing / Rabat

D AY  4 Visit Meknes - Volubilis - Drive to Fes / Fes

D AY  5 Sightseeing in “Old” and “New” Fes / Fes

D AY  6 Drive to Erfoud, through Midelt / Erfoud

D AY  7 Erfoud and Desert excursion / Desert Camp

D AY  8 Tineghir - Dades Valley / Ouarzazate

D AY  9 Ait Benhaddou & Kasbahs / Marrakech

D AY  1 0 Marrakech sightseeing / Marrakech

D AY  1 1 Leisure day in Marrakech / Marrakech

D AY  1 2 Drive to Casablanca - sightseeing / Casablanca

D AY  1 3 Departure

ITINERARY
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MAP TRAJECTORY
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HIGHLIGHTS

Hasan II Mosque in Casablanca. 

Kasbah Oudaias in Rabat. 

Imperial city of Meknes. 

 Impressive Roman site of Volubilis. 

Old city of Fes. 

Lunch at a local private palace. 

Desert experience by 4x4s and camel ride. 

Desert Camp 

Berber villages and Kasbahs. 

Souks of Marrakech. 

Beautiful nature and delicious food.
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INCLUDED
11 nights’ accommodation at hotels & desert camp.

Daily breakfast, lunches and dinners as indicated in the itinerary, including a 
special dinner in Marrakech with folk dances and local music, welcome dinner 
in Rabat and farewell dinner in Casablanca. Mineral water included for lunch 

and dinners; tea or coffee for breakfast.
Arrival & departure transfers for tour members booking suggested flights.

Transportation by private motor-coach with driver.
Two small bottles of water per person per day during tours.

English speaking guide throughout the tour.
All sightseeing, excursions and entrances as listed.
All special events as listed, subject to availability. 

All tips Included. 
Trip photo book following return home. 

NOT INCLUDED
International airfare

Arrival & departure transfers if not on suggested flights.
Drinks as explained above.

Travel Insurance
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SUGGESTED FLIGHTS

TBA in November, 2021.
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PROGRAM DETAILS

DAY 1 Tue, Oct 18 Houston - Casablanca
We will leave USA for Casablanca, Morocco.


DAY 2 Wed, Oct 19 Casablanca - Rabat
Upon arrival in Casablanca, our guide and driver will meet us at the airport.

Then we will start our drive to Rabat,  the administrative capital of Morocco. Upon 
arrival, we will check-in our hotel and get some rest until dinner.

Overnight in Rabat Meals: D
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DAY 3 Thu, Oct 20 Rabat
Today, we will explore Rabat, Morocco’s modern capital enjoying a guided tour of its 

most important monuments.

In the walled medina, we will first visit the Kasbah des Oudaias. The main entry 
point is the enormous Almohad gate of Bab Oudaia, built in 1195. This is the site of 
the original ribat (fort) and commands powerful views over the river and the ocean 

from its cliff-top perch. The kasbah is predominantly residential and the narrow 
streets are lined with whitewashed houses built by Muslim refugees from Spain. It 

houses the oldest mosque in Rabat, as well.

Rabat's most famous landmark is Le Tour Hassan, a minaret which was intended to 
be the largest and highest in the Muslim world. After its builder, the Almohad sultan 
Yacoub al-Mansour, died in 1195 before it was completed, it was abandoned only 
making to 44m falling short of the 60m, the original height planned. On the same 

site is the Mausoleum of Mohammed V, in which the present king's grandfather and 
now father are laid to rest.

Overnight in Rabat Meals: B-L-D

At present kingdom of Morocco’s capital, Rabat was built by Orthodox Muslim Arabs 
who came from Spain and decided to settle near the Chellah necropolis whose origins 
stretch back to the Phoenician  and Roman era. It was developed and enhanced under 
the reign of the Almohade king Yacoub El Mansour, who had elected Rabat to become 

its capital.

Rabat has always been present in the Moroccan history, as a heart of decision and 
influence.It is a city with distinctive features, which inherited the rich Andalusian 
patrimony brought by Moorish people, who had introduced refinement in the city.

Rabat symbolizes the infinite variety of Morocco. Set in a rich, amber-colored 
landscape with distinctive trees, its elegance combines ancient history with modern 

culture.
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DAY 4 Fri, Oct 21 Meknes - Volubilis - Fes
After breakfast, we will continue our visit in Rabat. Beyond the city walls, in the 

south of the city is the ancient Roman city of Sala Colonia. It's enclosed by the walls 
of the necropolis of Chellah, built here by the Merenids in the 13th century. The little 
remains of the Roman city is all fenced off but the necropolis is a great site with fig, 

olive, orange and banana trees, tombs and domed shrines.

And then we will be on our  way to Meknes. After visiting and having lunch in 
Meknes, we will continue to the ruins of Volubilis.

Late in the afternoon, we will drive to Fes for dinner and overnight. 

Overnight in Fes Meals: B-L-D

Meknes: we enter Moulay Ismail's imperial city through the main entrance, Bab el-
Mansour. After the gate, we will come to a lawn and a small building on it, Koubbat as-

Sufara', once the reception hall of for foreign ambassadors. Beside it, it is the 
entrance to an enormous underground granary complete with vents that open onto 

the surface of the lawn. Through another imposing gateway, Bab er-Rih, we will walk 
to the Mausoleum of Moulay Ismail. As he is considered one of the greatest figures in 
Moroccan history, non-Muslim visitors are also allowed into the sanctuary (except the 

tomb itself).

Volubilis: The site's most impressive monuments were built in the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries AD, including the triumphal arch, capitol, baths and the basilica. The most 

attractive features are the amazing mosaics, which have been left in situ (in the 
original position) and can be seen in the House of Orpheus, the House of the Ephebus 
and the House of the Knight. The best collection of the site is in the House of Venus, 

with two examples outstanding; the Abduction of Hylas by the Nymphs and Diana 
Bathing.
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DAY 5 Sat, Oct 22 Fes
After breakfast, the whole day will be devoted to discovering Fes, the oldest of the 
Imperial Cities, which is well known for its spiritual and educational contributions to 
the Moroccan culture. We will visit “Old Fes” in the morning and “New Fes” in the 

afternoon.
In Old Fes, we will visit Dar Batha Museum, built as a Hispano-Moorish palace 

more than 100 years ago, Place an-Nejjarine (Carpenter's Souq's Square), adorned 
by the city's most beautiful fountains and an impressive funduq (caravanserai for 

traveling merchants) and Medersa Bou Inania, founded by Abu Inan Faris in 1351.

At noon we will have a lunch at a private palace. Then to Fes el-Jdid (New Fes), 
which has some spectacular buildings. We will pass by the Royal Palace (Dar el-

Makhzen) whose grounds of 80 hectares are covered with palaces, pavilions, 
medersas, mosques and pleasure gardens. As the palace is not open to visitation, 
we will be only able to admire its gates. Bab Dekkaken is the main entrance to the 

palace and an amazing example of modern restoration.

Then we will visit the first Mellah, the Jewish Quarters of Morocco, with the 
Cemetery and Habarim Synagogue, now a museum with detailed genealogical 

records.

Overnight in Fes Meals: B-L-D

Fes is the medieval capital of Morocco founded by Idris I in 789, and a great city of 
high Islamic civilization, culture and education. Fez has the best-preserved old city in 
the Arab world, the sprawling, labyrinthine medina of Fes el-Bali, which is incidentally 
also the world's largest car-free urban zone. Within the medina transports of goods is 

provided by donkeys, mules and handcarts.
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DAY 6 Sun, Oct 23 Ifrane - Azrou - Midelt - Erfoud
After an early wake up and breakfast, departure for Erfoud at the edge of the 

desert. We have a long drive today.
We will drive via Immouzer du Kandar, a Berber village, Ifrane, a delightful ski 

resort, and Azrou, a Berber village known for its handicraft cooperative filled with 
wood carving and carpet weaving.

The town of Imouzzer du Kandar in Morocco was established in the early 1900s by 
the French authorities. It was modeled along the same lines as the ski resort town 
of Ifrane and therefore has the look reminiscent of an Alpine village rather than a 

typical Moroccan town.
Lunch will be in Midelt. Due to its high elevation, Midelt enjoys a very pleasant 

temperature during the day. As the town is located close to the Moulouya River, it is 
known for its successful agricultural sector, producing a variety of fruit such as 

pomegranates, walnuts, apples, plums and apricots. Nomadic farmers also make 
their living from raising sheep and goats for both meat and wool.

After lunch we will continue our drive through the Ziz gorges a spectacular route 
offering wonderful scenery of the Atlas. 

Upon arrival in Erfoud, we will check-in our hotel for overnight.

Overnight in Erfoud Meals: B-L-D

The Ziz Gorges are a series of gorges defined by two artificial gates at both their 
southern and northern ends. At their southern end is the dam of Hassan Addakil and 
an artificial lake. At their northern end is the Tunnel de Légionnaire built by French 
colonial troops in the 1930s in order to create a passageway to the Ziz Valley. The 

gorge is a result of the Ziz River cutting through the Atlas Mountains.

The Atlas Mountains extend some 1,500 miles across northwestern Africa, spanning 
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, separating the Atlantic and Mediterranean coastline 

from the Sahara Desert. Actually a series of ranges with diverse terrain, climates and 
wildlife, the Atlas are dotted with Berber villages and riven with canyons and ravines. 
The highest peak is 13,800ft Toubkal, which lies within Morocco's Toubkal National 

Park.
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DAY 7 Mon, Oct 24 Erfoud - Desert Excursion
In the morning we will leave Erfoud for Sahara desert. On the way we will visit 

Rissani market and the surrounding Ksar (walled village.)

Upon arrival in Merzouga, we will take 4x4’s to Erg Chebbi to experience the sunset 
in the Sahara.

After our desert experience, we will check in our desert camp for dinner and 
overnight.

Overnight in Desert Camp Meals: B-L-D

Erg Chebbi  is one of Morocco's two Saharan ergs – large seas of dunes formed by 
wind-blown sand. The dunes of Erg Chebbi reach a height of up to 150 meters in 

places and altogether spans an area of 50 kilometers from north to south and up to 5–
10 kilometers from east to west lining the Algerian border. Here we will also have an 

opportunity of camel ride in the dunes.
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DAY 8 Tue, Oct 25 Tineghir - Ouarzazate
After breakfast, we will start our drive to Tineghir with numerous stops to take 

pictures of the wonderful landscape.

We will have lunch in Tineghir. Then we will continue to Ouarzazate via Todra 
canyon and the valley of Dades called “the valley of roses and thousand Kasbahs.” 

Dadès Gorges, is a gorge of the Dadès River and lies between the Atlas Mountains 
and the Jbel Saghro of the Anti-Atlas mountain range. Berbers built many kasbahs 
in vicinity of gorges with defense purposes. These many kasbahs together with the 

natural beauty of the place make Dades attractive.

Upon arrival in Ouarzazate, we will check in at the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Overnight in Ouarzazate Meals: B-L-D
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DAY 9 Wed, Oct 26 Ouarzazate - Marrakech
After breakfast, we will visit the main Kasbahs in Ouarzazate:

We will start with Kasbah Taourirt in the city. This former Glaoui residence, situated 
on the edge of the town, on the road to Er Rachidia, is considered to be one of the 

most beautiful kasbahs of Morocco. It consists of a maze of luxury apartments, 
simple clay houses and crenelated towers which are lavishly decorated with 

geometric motifs. Part of the fortified village is open to the public. 
Then we will continue to Ait Benhadou Kasbah, 30 km from Ouarzazate. It is the 
most spectacular fortress in the south of Morocco, used as decors for many films 

like the “Lawrence of Arabia”.
The fortified village of AïtBenhaddou has been classified by UNESCO as one of the 

world’s cultural treasures. It is studded with crenelated towers and its buildings 
decorated with geometrical motifs and considered to be one of the most beautiful 
villages of this kind in Morocco. A program of restoration work is currently under 
way to encourage the repopulation of the village which is at present inhabited by 

just five families. 

Then we will drive to Marrakesh via Tizin Tichka Pass, the highest pass in High 
Atlas Mountains, a spectacular route offering wonderful scenery.

Lunch will be either at Benhaddou or in Marrakech depending on visits and road 
conditions.

Upon arrival in Marrakech, we will check in at the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Overnight in Marrakech Meals: B-L-D

Kasbah: In the Maghreb (western Arabic world) and in Iberia, the Arabic word form 
of kasbah frequently refers to multiple buildings in a keep, a citadel, or several 

structures behind a defensive wall. A kasbah was a place for the local leader to live 
and a defense when a city was under attack. A kasbah has high walls, usually without 

windows. The word kasbah may also be used to describe the old part of a city.
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DAY 10 Thu, Oct 27 Marrakech
After breakfast, we will start city tour of Marrakech the second oldest Imperial City 

and definitely the "Pearl of the South”. Founded by the Almoravids at the end of the 
11th century, Marrakesh sits in a lush oasis nestled at the foot of the snow-capped 

Atlas Mountains. 
After a short visit to the Menara Gardens this morning , we will continue to the 

medina whose walls enclose a far more open area than that found behind the walls 
of Fes and Meknes. We will see the outside of Koutoubia Mosque.

We will continue the visit with the 19th century Bahia Palace, which exemplifies the 
priority of privacy in Muslim architecture.

Then we will see the Saadian Tombs. This mausoleum was started by the Saadian 
sultan Ahmed al-Mansour in the late 1500s and has tombs of sixty members of the 

Saadi Dynasty.

After these visits, we will visit a Moroccan family’s home for lunch. In the afternoon 
we will visit the souks and the famous Djemaa El Fna Square.In the evening we will 

have our dinner at a special venue with performance of local music and dances.

Overnight in Marrakech Meals: B-L-D

The Souks: It is a riot of color, noise and activity, a wealthy storehouse of all the 
treasures of this vast and varied country. They are grouped in corporations. Thus you 
will find all the silver merchants in one corner, all the gold merchants in another, and 

rows of stalls selling exclusively leatherwork or copper goods or jewelry. The real 
fascination is to watch the craftsmen at work, gilding on leather, or inlaying with 

enamel the sheaths of ornate silver daggers, hammering out copper, embroidering 
silks or smoothing out the surface of a cedar wood table.
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DAY 11 Fri, Oct 28 Marrakech
A leisure day in Marrakech; we can explore this exotic city on our own, spending 
more time in the old town, visiting souks, Majorelle Gardens, Museum of Islamic 

Arts or simply sitting in a cafe and watch the city life pass by.

Overnight in Marrakech Meals: B
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DAY 12 Sat, Oct 29 Marrakech - Casablanca
Today we will leave Marrakech for Casablanca, the economic capital and the 

biggest of Morocco’s cosmopolitan cities.

Upon arrival, we will start our sightseeing with an orientation tour in Casablanca, a 
city which is a blend of French colonial and traditional Moroccan styles inspired by 
Art Deco. Some of the best Mauresque architecture here was designed by Henri 

Prost and Robert Marast and is clustered around Place Mohammed V at the heart 
of Casablanca's new town. 

The most accessible is the Main Post Office, a wonderful building erected in 1918, 
fronted by arches and stone columns and decorated with bold mosaics. Close by is 
the Courthouse, built in 1925, with a huge main door and entrance inspired by the 

Persian vaulted hall.
The old Police Quarters, the Central Bank and the Cathedral of Sacred Heart are 
also worth a visit. We will continue to the quarter of the HABOUS which was built 
during the same period for the locals in a different style combining the French and 

the Moroccan in a new  architectural style called The Neo Mauresque. 

Then we will visit Hasan II Mosque: North of the medina and rising up above the 
Atlantic Ocean, the Hassan II Mosque is the third largest religious monument in the 

world. It was finished in August 1993 (in time for the then King Hassan II's 60th 
birthday) after 10, 000 Moroccan craftsmen worked on it for five years. Designed by 

the French architect Michel Pinseau, the mosque can hold 25,000 worshippers.

In the evening we will have our farewell dinner at a nice local restaurant.

Overnight in Casablanca Meals: B-D
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DAY 13 Sun, Oct 30 Departure
We will be transferred to the airport for our return flight.

Contact Us
 

travel@wachouston.org
713-522-7811

www.wachouston.org 
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